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What does “good management” mean to you? How is it different from “bad
management.”? List and describe objectively, as many “best practices” as you can
think of that which contribute to the economic results of the company.

At first, good management might seem like a nice theoretical concept, but impossible to
implement in real life situations, because of all the factors that have to be taken under
consideration. Some might even say that it is as difficult as herding cats1. My strong opinion
is that with the adequate tools, through proper training, good readings and a lot of practice,
good management becomes a changer in the life of any company.

In the following lines, I will describe some of the most important features, as they have been
identified over the centuries, by the specialised literature2, as well as people working to
improve the efficiency of their organizations, through processes of trial and error. They are:
1) targets, 2) incentives, 3) monitoring, as they were documented in the World Management
Survey (Bloom et al., 2012), 4) processes and 5) focus on the customer first. In the end, I will
use the example of Marcus Lemonis and some of the lessons that he considers to be very
important in achieving the ultimate goal of any business: making profit by bringing value to
others.

Targets

There is a saying that if you do not know where you are heading, you will surely get there. To
me, this shows the importance of having precise objectives established for each aspect of
the company and one’s life, in general, for that matter. Nobody wishes to be a ship with no
direction, left to the mercy of the gods or the benevolence of the winds.

Targets can be defined as a management tool through which expectations for certain tasks
are set by the manager or the manager in collaboration with the other employees and the
rest of the stakeholders. Basically, each action should have a precise indicator, be it a
SMART objective or a strict measurement/indicator. For example, when one decides to start
a company, defining the targets or the objectives of that company should be the principal
thing to do. Then, from those major goals (such as turnover, profit, company culture),
specific tasks, with smaller and achievable indicators, have to be derived for each domain of
the company.

In an easy exercise, taken from an experiment few years ago, that we also conducted during
the MBA program, it was easily revealed that when 2 groups with the same number of
people are given the same task, and one group receives no limit/performance indicator, and
the other one does (such as a minimal number of tasks to accomplish), the second group
performs considerably better, on a psychological basis.

2 Bloom, N., Sadun, R., & Van Reenen, J., (2012), Does management really work. Harvard Business
Review, https://hbr.org/2012/11/does-management-really-work

1 https://www.pmi.org/learning/library/leading-project-teams-through-chaos-6278
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The targets help the employees understand what it means to do a successful task. This in
turn leads to better performance, improved productivity and increased efficiency.

Incentives

Another important management tool is represented by incentives, which are the stimulants
that make one act better or not. As one knows from the times of Adam Smith, “it is not from
the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker, that we expect our dinner, but from
their regard to their own interest. We address ourselves, not to their humanity but to their
self-love, and never talk to them of our own necessities but of their advantages”3. This
means that nobody sane does anything without having that action produce some sort of
benefit for himself. It is up to a good manager to discover which exactly are the right
incentives for each employee, according to their specific needs, so that, properly applied,
those incentives determine their performance, which in turn leads to improved results at the
level of the company.

Within the management of an organization4, incentives can be both monetary and
non-monetary. Monetary incentives are quite easy to figure out and easy examples would be
the bonuses salespeople receive. The non-monetary could be related to time, when one
could leave the office earlier if a certain task gets done or more days off when the company
is successful (that is, it achieves a specific target). Or it could be related to the need to
belong to a certain group: one might want to work for company X, because all of its relatives
are there, or the company has a good reputation worldwide. Another incentive could be
related to fame or prestige: one would like to work for a specific company because it is
famous for its management, like the Koch companies, or one would like to obtain titles such
as “employee of the month” or another specific title on the business card (“regional
manager”, “business development associate”), which might increase the status of the person
in the eyes of others and/or for himself personally.

Monitoring

Monitoring represents an important part of the controlling process within a company. To
improve its profits, a good manager should set up monitoring processes, as soon as targets
are set and incentives are in place. It is a condition sine qua non to achieve your goals.

Within the company, tracking the status of each task, through progress reports, for instance,
can show where issues lay, it can prevent further damage and it can improve the overall
performance. Thus, when one is constantly monitoring, observing problems and solving
them becomes a task at hand. Depending on the root cause, changes in the targets,
incentives, company structure even, have to be made.

4 https://www.econlib.org/library/Columns/y2006/Robertsincentives.html

3 Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, 1776, Chapter 2.
https://www.econlib.org/book-chapters/chapter-b-i-ch-2-of-the-principle-which-gives-occasion-to-the-di
vision-of-labour/

https://www.econlib.org/library/Columns/y2006/Robertsincentives.html
https://www.econlib.org/book-chapters/chapter-b-i-ch-2-of-the-principle-which-gives-occasion-to-the-division-of-labour/
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Monitoring has to be conducted for the external aspects of the company also. Continuously
analyzing what others do, what happens on the market, benchmarking within the industry
and outside of it is as important as the monthly payroll for an employee.

Both of these types of monitoring allow the company to remain flexible, dynamic, connected
to the concrete world and updated.

Processes/procedures

The element which is intertwined with targets, incentives and monitoring, the basic theme
under the umbrella of good management, is clear processes and explicit procedures.
Without them, chaos reigns and it becomes impossible to reach any sort of performance. I
would define a procedure as the formal set of steps to be taken in order to accomplish a
specific task, and a set of procedures as a process in itself.

It is noteworthy to keep in mind that the procedures should not turn into rigid objectives of
their own: that is, to go through a process without ever changing it, regardless of results.
Processes/procedures should be formal and implemented as soon as possible after the
setup of a company. At the same time, they have to be revides regularly, updated so that
they keep up with the changes in society and the industry.

Focus on the customer

Another underlying theme for the good management of any company would be to maintain
the focus on the customer at all times: to create him, to bring him value, to make him happy,
to know him better. Basically, there is no company without a customer (not to mention the
profits and other objective results). And everything that a good manager develops should
take into consideration this fact.

In cultures where companies have better management performance, such as the American
one, there are sayings that refer to this exact concept: “the customer is always right” or “the
customer is the king”. That translates at the level of ordinary people: one can often hear a
kind “thank you for your business”, when conducting a transaction. One is appreciated as a
customer and the entire shopping experience, let’s say, revolves around him.

What does Marcus Lemonis say?

Marcus Lemonis is a prominent entrepreneurial figure. He is a successful5 American
businessman and he has his own show on CNBC, “The Profit”6, in which he supports small
businesses. His good management concept revolves around three concepts: the 3 Ps:

6 https://www.cnbc.com/the-profit/
5 https://www.uschamber.com/marcus-lemonis
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People, Process and Product. Essentially, any type of business can easily be managed if the
3 Ps are always the main focus of the manager or entrepreneur. Good management is the
harmonious entwinement of the 3 Ps: people management plus processes plus product(s).

Thus, good management implies, firstly, dealing with people, and the various aspects
surrounding them: recruiting, hiring, understanding their needs, motivation, astutely being
able to orient them towards the goals of the company, and to firing them even. This specific
“P” for people could be correlated with the concept of incentives mentioned above.

Then, the next P - process- relates to proper functionality: to have explicit procedures, which
stands for proper identification of what a procedure is, answering questions such as who
fulfills which role when, at which cost, which is the rationale behind it, and to determine
various flows within the company. I would add that in order to have good management, the
procedures need to be defined and implemented, taking into consideration input and
feedback from relevant stakeholders. Ideally, the procedures are formalised and regularly
adjusted. This specific “P” - process- could be seen as a correlation or a way of applying the
monitoring concept mentioned above.

Equally important is the third “P” - product management, from development, design to
launch, sales and the overall product lifecycle. This specific P - product - should be read in
correlation with the focus on customer concept mentioned earlier. Any product should be
thought of in strict relation with the customer. There is no product if there is no customer
willing to buy it.

***
In the end, in the lines above, I illustrated the logic behind the use of tools of good
management (targets, incentives and monitoring, alongside processes and focus on
customers), as well as the connections between good management and good profits for any
given company, regardless of size, culture, people, ethnicity, geography.


